
TEAM BUILDING AT SMC

Add an exciting point of difference to your next event at SMC by including a fun and engaging team event! Our

team building events are fun and, importantly tailored to the objectives, time frame and budget of our clients,

with an overall aim to improve team performance and enhance workplace culture.

E: hugh@corporatechallenge.com.au M: 0430 738 324

SAFE CRACK

A new diamond smuggling ring has appeared, diverting millions

of dollars away from local traders. Police have started their

search for this syndicate, however your help is needed to pin

point the identity of two of the main men. Teams will need to

sift through the evidence on file, decipher the clues, work as a

team, and ultimately break this case wide open.

Price: $49pp (SMC Exclusive Offer)

APPVENTURE

Combining a high level of teamwork, commitment and fun, teams

will need to be at their best to win. Using a smart teams will set

off to find mystery locations around the local area. Challenges

will keep coming as we sort out the weak from the strong, the

slow from the fast, and the winners from those that didn't quite

make it.

Price: $74pp ( SMC Exclusive Offer)

ART IN A DAY

‘Art in a Day is a unique opportunity to explore and even discover

the creative potential in a team. Forget everything you have been

told about painting and being an artist as you do you very best to

wow the judges. The mystery of the artistic process unfolds in as

little as three hours as teams create and design their very own

Mona Lisa.

Price: $89pp ( SMC Exclusive Offer)

LEGO LEGENDS

In every real adult a child is hidden that wants to play! Make sure

you channel your inner child for this uplifting program that will

see participants battle it out to build the most Legendary LEGO

structure. The playful spin on this program transforms to heart-

warming when the finished models are donated to a children’s

charity of choice.

Price: $69pp ( SMC Exclusive Offer)


